NWRA Safety Stand Down On Vehicle Backing Survey

What did you do during the week-long event?

☐ Registered online at www.wasterecycling.org to participate in the Safety Stand Down for Backing.

☐ Downloaded the Tool Kit

☐ Received, downloaded and read each of the 5 special edition Safety Monday’s on backing issues.

☐ Shared each Safety Monday with Employees.

☐ Conducted a Safety Meeting

☐ Case Study/Root Cause Analysis: Examine a previous backing incident as a learning exercise.

☐ Use a hand-counter to track the frequency that drivers/operators back to raise awareness and establish goals for reduction. Also document on your Risk Assessment Log.

☐ Referred to List of Resources for more safety practices.

☐ Updated company’s Social Media feed using #StandForSafety2018

☐ Referred to the list of Resources for further safety ideas

☐ Was this list useful?

☐ Sent press release to local media

☐ Did you use the Sample Safety Stand Down Social Media Content?

☐ Conducted a Risk Assessment of your work area focusing on backing hazards on the waste collection route.

☐ Read the Spotlight on the Backing Guidelines, from the NWRA Safety Manual

☐ Did you change any current policies or procedures after reading this?

☐ Read the Camera & Proximity Sensor Guidelines

☐ These guidelines increased my knowledge of the backing technology marketplace. Incorporated some of the guideline suggestions into company’s policies or procedures

☐ Conducted a Risk Assessment of your work area focusing on backing hazards at the Transfer Station, MRF & Landfill

☐ Read the Spotlight on the Post-Collection Safety Best Practices

☐ Read the Safe Driving Policy Template

☐ Reviewed the updated your company’s Safe Driving Policy

☐ Do you still have questions the NWRA Safety Committee could help you with?
Please send us your testimonials, successes, questions and photos. We want to feature outcomes of this event in NWRA materials to continue to promote improving industry safety.

Please describe the parts of the NWRA Safety Stand Down week that you most enjoyed/what worked the best.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Please provide your thoughts on ways that this Safety Stand Down could be improved.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

☐ Did you watch the daily videos on NWRA’s social media channels provided by NWRA Safety Director Anthony Hargis?